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Audio Training 

Seminars, online videos, podcasts, and forums are great. But when you are back in your sanctuary 
with your gear and your techs…have you ever felt stuck? Well, finally there’s help for your Audio 
Team! We are so excited to share a training course for audio techs that brings us to your church! You 
can invite as many of your team as you’d like and even people who aren’t serving yet, but are 
interested. Here’s what it’ll look like: 
 

This is at your church with your equipment and your band! 
 

Fees 
$1650 includes 6 training sessions: 2 group trainings and 4 individual trainings. You can add more 
individual training for $225 each. If you just want to try it out, you can start with a single group training 
for $375.

 

 
O p t i o n a l  s e r v i c e s  
Sunday Observation ($325 per coach) 

 Sometimes it’s helpful to have a professional tech at your Sunday morning service to observe 
the dynamics or even run the system “in real time.” (when “the only time that crazy bug in the 
system decides to scuttle out of its dark corner!”) You can also have a Worship Coach come 
too so he/she can focus on the band (and how that affects the sound). 

Audio System Tuning ($325-875) 

 A System Tuning to help you start from solid ground. When you equalize the system (before 
using EQ to adjust individual channels), you reduce the chance of feedback, annoying hum, 
and painful frequencies. Simple systems with analog EQ’s are $325, complex systems with 
DSP’s are $875. 

 
If the church is more than 45 minutes away from Lancaster, PA, the standard IRS mileage rate is 
charged. This is usually about $100 per hour of travel. (if you’re out of state, let’s talk!) 

Six?! Why so many training sessions? 
The art and science of running sound takes time to learn and to internalize. The cumulative effect of multiple 
training sessions will provide the best long-term results for your church. 

Group Training #1 

 A 3-hour training session at your church where you’ll learn the basics of signal flow, gain staging, 
equalization, and the heart of the sound tech’s job. 

 Resolution of some of your current issues so you’ll get some “quick wins.” 
 

Group Training #2 

 A second 3-hour training session at your church where you’ll learn Best Practices of monitoring, mics, 
mixing, livestream, troubleshooting, etc. Of course, there’ll be time for Q&A throughout the trainings. 

 

Individual Training 

 Audio Techs will receive individual training sessions during a weekly rehearsal, where you’ll have the 
chance to ask very specific questions and receive real mentoring where each tech needs it most. 


